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Abstract. We develop the average effective energy-momentum tensor for a spherically 
symmelric cosmology with randomly oriented spin using the improved energy-momentum tensor 
in the framework of the self-consistent Einstein-Cartan theory with spindensity. 
PACS numbers: 9530S, 9880C. 4775,0340G. 0450 
It has been known for nearly two decades in the investigations of Einstein-Cartan (EC) 
theories that the spin-density of matter heavily influences [I] and could dominate the 
behaviour of spin aligned fluids for extremely large matter density which may occur at 
either early or later stages of the universe [ 2 4 .  It was then shown by Hehl, von der Heyde 
and Kerlick [5] that the general conclusions reached above for aligned spins would also 
hold for randomly oriented spins which are locally isotropic, i.e. spherically symmetric. 
Except for Kopczyriski [Z], however, the spins in these theories were generally associated 
with the quantum mechanical spin of particles. We feel, however, that it is not necessary 
to identify the spin-density of a fluid with the spin of an elementary particle. Our approach 
involving an improved energy-momentum tensor for spinning fluids [6] is similar to the 
concept of Israel [7], Bailey and Israel [8], Bailey [9]  or Kopczyliski [5, lo], where the 
cosmological fluid particles, which may be galaxies or clusters of galaxies, have intrinsic 
but classical spin. Although one could investigate within the context of general relativity 
(GR) [ l l ,  121 the effect of spin on important cosmological issues such as inflation in the 
early universe [13], the natural arena should be within an EC theory in Riemann-Cartan (RC) 
spacetime. In fact, recent investigations by Martin et al [14] have indicated that consistency 
relations [15,16] restrict most interesting spinning fluid configurations in GR even though 
their work seems to require further analysis. We will find from this work that the lack of 
spin-squared terms, which do not occur in the OR calculation, limits the range of examples, 
but we will leave the proof to a future work. Afortiori, in the extensive review of the EC 
theory, Hehl er ~l [17] have shown that the field equations and conservation laws for the 
metric and the angular momentum arise naturally from variational considerations within the 
EC theory. In RC spaces a fundamental field quantity is the torsion, which is identified with 
the antisymmetric part of the RC connection Silk = r[ijlk. The relationship between torsion 
and physical spin has been clarified and made more preicse [18]. We now know that the 
spin is directly identified with a natual object in the geometry, namely the trace-free torsion, 
Sijk = Si jk+8b[ j l ,  where the torsion vector <i = $Sixx. Within the context of a Lagrangian- 
based self-consistent EC theory [6], the torsion vector enters the theory depending on the 
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form of the fluid constraint. For the case of particle number conservation in the fluid frame, 
the constraint is given by 6i(pui)  where the 'star' derivative 6j = Vi + 2Sjzx. The torsion 
field equation then shows that the torsion vector vanishes. For the discussion of stars, gas 
clouds and galaxies, this type of constraint is probably sufficient; however, for cosmological 
models, this may not be the case. If the constraint is given by Vi(pu') (which is the direct 
minimal coupling generalization of the fluid constraint to RC [19]), then the torsion vector 
remains active; however, its interpretation in the theory is somewhat incomplete. since 
the torsion field equation can only resolve it in terms of the Lagrange multiplier for the 
fluid constraint [I81 (as will be seen later on) without a complete solution (model) of the 
field equations. One interpretation obtained by applying Gauss' law for a region between 
two spacelike hypersurfaces enclosing all matter leads to mass 'creation' (or annihilation), 
which may have cosmological significance [6]. This interpretation nevertheless does seem 
controversial. Since this work involves cosmological questions, we necessarily have used 
the constraint which keeps the torsion vector active. 
Our investigations seem to indicate that the effects of spin-density in cosmological 
problems such as inflation, final collapse, or even collapsing objects, should be investigated 
in an RC spacetime [20]. Our averaging treatment of the proper torsion represents an older 
variation of the microscopic viewpoint of torsion [Zl]. In fact, using the improved energy- 
momentum tensor with spin-density, Gasperini [22] has demonstrated spin-dominated 
inflation in the Ec theory for a spinning fluid with randomly oriented spin. This result 
seems most reasonable in comparison with similar conclusions obtained from an earlier ad 
hoc description of spinning fluids [5] obtained by just adding to the energy-momentum 
tensor a spin-density contribution based upon a generalization of the special relativistic 
treatment of Halbwachs [23]. We point out that the improved energy-momentum tensor 
for a spinning fluid within an EC theory is also a generalization of Halbwachs' classical 
treatment of spin to RC spacetime, but here we depart from others through the use of a 
self-consistent, Lagrangian formulation which also treats the thermodynamic properties of 
the fluid [19]. Thus %pith these comments in mind, the purpose of this paper is to discuss 
the changes that occur in the 'average' contribution to the energy-momentum tensor for 
randomly oriented spins when the self-consistent description of a spinning fluid is used. An 
expression for the average energy-momentum tensor is then obtained. 
The results of the self-consistent EC description of a spinning fluid are the field 
equations 1618, It 
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<e = -KPhzue (3) 
where G( ' j ) ( r )  are the symmetric components of the Einstein tensor in RC space;time 
with torsion Sij' = r[ijt, where the modified torsion is Ejk Sjj' - 2(&, si, is the 
spidparticle, p is the mass density, K = 8nG, and l.2 is the Lagrange multiplier for the 
fluid constraint. The improved energy-momentum tensor is 
(4) Til = TFiI + Ts'j 
7 Our basic nolation follows that of 1251. except that we use lattin letleen for spacetime indices 
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where 
TFjj = [p ( l+€) ]u 'u j+pg ' j  
Tsij = 2pu(isi)k U k  ' + 6!'c[pU('$J)'] - p(r)k(iSj)k. (6) 
The LHS of equation (1) can be written as the Riemannian Einstein tensor plus torsion- 
squard correction terms defining the 'spin' correction tensor -riJ such that [5,25] 
K T i j  = - 4 ~ i k [ ~ ~ j e ~ ,  - 2TikeTiU + Tke'Tkej + 1 [ ~ T ~ P ~ , , , T ~ ~ , I  + T ~ P ~ T ,  pm ] . (7) zg 
We then combine equation (7) with (4) to obtain the effective Riemannian energy- 
momentum tensor 
.. 
(8) T ~ V  = TV + ,ii 
and then find its average for a randomly oriented, spherically symmetric spinning fluid. 
The average of the effective energy-momentum tensor is a two-step process. Since a 
general spherically symmetric tensor takes the form a d d  + bg'j, we can rewrite it in this 
form for convenience. The average is then easily found. We note that the fluid part is 
already in this form. The spin parts are then 
~ ' j  = - $[4~2ke~~ '  -+ 4Ksz - O J ~ ~ S ~ ~ I U ' U ~  - 4[akeSke + KS' - ~,eSk']gij 




where the spin-density tensor S'j = ps'j, and SijS'j = 2&Sk = 2s' where Sk is the spin 
vector, C k c k  = <*, and GkP is the vorticity tensor in GR [26]t. In taking the average of 
a spherically symmetric, isotropic system of randomly oriented spins, then for the spin 
average itself (S'j) = 0, but for the spin-squared terms &Si') # 0. First we note that 
if we ignore the vorticity, angular velocity and torsion vector terms, we obtain the old EC 
results for the average of the effective energy-momentum tensor [5,27]f 
(TR'~)M = [ p ( l  + E )  4- p - fKS2]U'Uj + [ p  - $KS2]gij (11) 
where the subscript NI refers to the results obtained from the non-improved effective energy- 
momentum tensor. We have also set (Sz) = S2 for convenience. 
Another way of looking at the results given by equation (11) is to assume that on 
average there is no correlation between the randomly oriented spins and the CR vorticity of 
the congruences associated with 4-velocity, i.e. we have (S2ijSij) = 0. At first one might 
t See, for example. [XI. 
1: These are the results for the spin-squared terms obtained by [27l, but in order to obtain these results they defined 
the torsion Sij,! = 2T[ijlk. used the ad hoe classical Weyssenhoff relation between torsion and spin Sij' = S;juk, 
and used S;jS'J = 2Sz. On the other hand, [SI also used the classical Weyssenhoff relation, but defined the torsion 
as in this paper. and defined 2SijS'j = Sa. Thus in 149, these results are very different from one another 
because of conflicting definitions. On Ule surface, the compensating factors of 2 in [27l gives the same look-alike 
results as the exact calculation of the Ec limit found in this paper, but we can not rectify an additional factor of 2 
in 151. 
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want to extend this conclusion to the oijSij  terms, but this would be incorrect, since we 
can write 
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ojj+i = oEGR)s'I ,I - Ksz (12) 
where we have separated a RC term into a general relativistic term plus torsion related 
terms. In the form of equation (12) we easily note that the average is non-zero, because 
of the presence of the spin-squared term. We further argue that the average of the general 
relativistic term vanishes (similarly to the vorticity-spin term), since it can be written in 
terms of products of the uncorrelated tetrads (or, equivalently, metric terms) without any 
torsion terms present. Thus 
(0~s") = - K s z .  (13) 
Combining this with equations (9) and (lo), we find in the self-consistent EC theory the 
average of the effective energy-momentum tensor 
where the subscript I refers to the improved results. Note this does not reduce to the old 
EC results in equation (l l) ,  because of the contribution of the angular velocity term in 
the improved energy-momentum tensor given by equation (6). The effect of the negative 
contribution of the spin-density to the energy-density is about twice as large as the old 
EC results. However, because of the torsion vector field equation (3). the torsion vector 
contributes positive terms to the energy-momentum density. This is not entirely conclusive, 
since one needs to introduce source fields (e.g. a vector field Lagrangian sensitive to the 
torsion vector) and then include the contribution of those fields in the energy-momentum 
tensor as well. The Lagrange multiplier can be removed from equation (3) by solving the 
constraint field equation from the variation of the Lagrangian [6]. This gives an equation 
of motion for hz 
where TS is the spin energy density. Equation (15) for hz can be solved within the context of 
some cosmological model. For the example of constant density p and uniform total energy 
density, the contribution of the torsion vector terms to the average energy-momentum 
equation (14) is a monotonically increasing function of proper time. Although an unlikely 
model, it does serve to show that the torsion vector terms and the spin terms act oppositely 
to one another. 
Thus, although we agree with the general conclusion of Gasperini concerning spin- 
dominated idation 1221, his result is based upon equation (Il), which neglects the angular 
velocity contributions which would give a much stronger spin effect, as is seen in the 
average for the self-consistent EC theory given in equation (14). 
In conclusion, equation (14) describes the average effective energy-momentum tensor 
due to the effects of torsion in an RC spacetime. The averaging process could be thought 
of as the transition from the microscopic to the macroscopic description of a spin field. 
In a different approach to cosmological models, Smalley bas shown how one can obtain 
a spacetime-dependent cosmological 'function' in a Weyl spacetime [28]. It has been 
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known for some time that in some affme geometries the torsion and Weyl vectors may be 
proportional [29]. One way to see this is to note that the fluid constraint in an affine 
geometry will contain an independent connection that can have both torsion and non- 
metricity, the trace of the non-metricity being the Weyl vector. The field equations for 
the torsion vector and the Weyl vector then give the proportionality. The similarities of 
the results of spacetime geometries with torsion vector or Weyl vector have been pointed 
out earlier [30]. The linking of the torsion vector to a cosmological function would be 
interesting. However, the relationship to this work is only suggestive, since one first needs 
a Lagrangian theory with all the appropriate elements, including source fields as well. We 
leave this for future work. 
Finally, we mention that other approaches to the torsion vector have not been included 
in this work, such as the possible relationship of torsion and electromagnetism by 
Hammond [31] or that of Smalley and Krisch [32]. 
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